Are Uniforms Nice?
Discovery Time 1: Uniforms

1. a tee-shirt
2. shorts
3. socks
4. trainers
Discovery time 1: Uniforms

1. a helmet
2. a jacket
3. trousers
4. boots

a fireman

a guard
Discovery time 1: Uniforms

1. a hat
2. a cap
3. a policeman
4. two happy chefs
5. a nurse
Discovery time 1: Uniforms

1. a dress
   a shirt
   a tie
   a sock

2. a jacket
   trousers
Discovery time 2: Clothes

1. a sweatshirt
2. a coat
3. sandals
4. shoes
5. a skirt
6. a hat
7. gloves
8. a sweater
Checking time 2: Who is it?
Discovery time 1: Clothes

- a scarf
- boots
Checking time 1: True or False?
Fun time 1: How many .... can you see?

Hats ?
Jackets ?
Coats ?
Gloves ?
Pairs of trousers ?
Scarves ?
Shoes ?
Boots ?
Ties ?
Umbrellas ?

Pairs of trousers ?

10
Fun time 2: No Definitions today!